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Federal agencies have responsibility to ensure that the regulations they issue do not have an adverse
economic impact on those affected by the rules. This responsibility has been expressly directed
agencies to review regulations with an eye towards reducing the time and money the public must spend
to comply with the regulatory requirements. America's mood on regulations and globalization has
soured? For example, Water, Farms, pesticides, mining regulations, look at building Dams designed to
not only provide water, but as FEMA states to irrigation, livestock supply, energy generation, Contain
pollution. If we are taking enery we should not allow windfarms that kill birds and bats by the 10s of
thousands and work 18% of the time take a front seat over clean gas. If we talk about air quality from
oil and gas , fossil burning cars, factories, we should also look hazards within the Major cities where
90% of toxic co2 is produced, and from Wildfires which can produce CO2 more that cars or factories.
If we are talking auto omission we should not only focus on the tail pipe but also the electric car toxic
battery, and parts for pollution of particular matters, and magnetic waves of any links to cancer since
the you are sitting on a 1,000 lb battery. Ask Where is it made, and why are children in Africa mining
for the billionaire . And talking road regulation, we should look at the possible electric car damage to
roads since each weighs approx. 25% more than fossil burning cars, Weight is a big factor to asphalt ,
roads and bridges that already need major repair and now might require more consideration. Importing
oil, gas, coal, timber, steel, and rare earth elements from Nations that hate American, is not the answer.
Major cities have bad water and air, but the billionaires and activist want to regulate rural America to
make them rich and taxpayer poor. Take back the stock market by reforming The Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was signed into law on July 21, 2010 by President Barack
Obama. The legislation set out to reshape the U.S. regulatory system in a number of areas including
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but not limited to consumer protection, trading restrictions, credit ratings, regulation of financial
products, corporate . these were bad rules and regulation against American business and American
resources. Need to make sure they no longer punish Americans and put American business at a
disadvantage .
Throughout our nation's history, Americans have found the courage to do right by our children's future.
Deep down, every American knows we face a moment of truth once again to remove regulation
burdens. We cannot play games or put off hard choices any longer. Without regard to party, we have a
patriotic duty to keep the promise of America to give our children and grandchildren a better life. They
expect and deserve better from their agencies and leaders . The American people are counting on
agency to put politics aside, pull together not pull apart, and agree on a reduced regulation plan so
American can live within our means businesses can grow and make America strong again.
Our challenge is clear and inescapable: America cannot be great if we go broke. Our businesses will
not be able to grow and create jobs, and our workers will not be able to compete successfully for the
jobs of the future without a plan to get regulation burden off the poor and working middle class
taxpayers.
Get rid of the regulations and stand against countless advocacy groups and special interests will try
mightily through expensive, dramatic, and heart-wrenching media assaults to exempt themselves from
shared sacrifice and common purpose. The national interest, not special interests, must prevail. We
urge leaders and citizens with principled concerns about any of our recommendations to follow the
words;
Regulation with back up reports using words such as 'if', 'might', 'could', 'probably', 'perhaps',
'expected', 'projected' or 'modeled' - and many involve such deep dreaming, or ignorance of scientific
facts and principles, that they are akin to nonsense and a manufactured consensus and engineered
science.
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